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1 Introduction

Finite-state model-checkers such as Smv [13] and Spin [11] do not allow to deal
with important aspects that appear in modelling and analysing complex systems,
e.g., communication protocols. Among these aspects: real-time constraints, ma-
nipulation of unbounded data structures like counters, communication through
unbounded channels, parametric reasoning, etc.

The tool we propose, called TReX, allows to analyse automatically automata-
based models equipped with variables of different kinds of infinite-domain data
structures and with parameters (i.e., uninstantiated constants). These models
are, at the present time, parametric (continuous-time) timed automata, ex-
tended with integer counters and communicating through unbounded lossy FIFO
queues.

The techniques used in TReX are based on symbolic reachability analysis.
Symbolic representation structures are used to represent infinite sets of config-
urations, and forward/backward exploration procedures are used to generate a
symbolic reachability graph. The termination is not guaranteed, but efficient
extrapolation techniques are used to help it. These techniques are based on com-
puting the (exact) effect of the iteration of control loops detected dynamically
during the search.

The kernel algorithm used in TReX is generic and can be used for any kind
of data structures for which it is possible to provide a symbolic representation
structure, a symbolic successor/predecessor function, and an extrapolation pro-
cedure. In the current version, TReX provides packages for symbolic represen-
tation of configurations of lossy FIFO channels and parametric timed automata
and clock automata.

TReX allows to check on-the-fly safety properties, as well as to generate the
set of reachable configurations and a finite symbolic graph. The set of reachable
configurations can be used as an invariant of the system. For instance, if the
analysed infinite-state model M is already an abstraction of a more concrete
one M ′, the set of reachable configurations of M can be used to construct an
invariant of M ′ which may help in its analysis. On the other hand, the generated
finite symbolic graph is a finite abstraction of the analysed model, which can be
used for (conservative) finite-state model checking.
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TReX is connected to the If [5] environment which allows: (1) the use of
high-level specification languages such as Sdl, (2) the interaction with abstrac-
tion tools and invariant checkers such as InVeSt [3], (3) the use of finite-state
model checkers such as Cadp [8] and Spin to verify properties on the finite
symbolic graph.

TReX has been used to analyse several nontrivial protocols in their para-
metric versions, such as the Bounded Retransmission Protocol (BRP) [6]. This
particular example requires the full power of TReX since it is a parametric het-
erogeneous model involving clocks, counters, and lossy channels. Moreover, the
constraints manipulated in this model are nonlinear (contain products between
variables). As far as we know, TReX is the only existing tool which allows to deal
fully automatically with such a complex model. Indeed, tools like HyTech [10]
and LPmc [12] deal with timed/hybrid automata and linear constraints, while
Lash [15] deals with counter automata.

2 Architecture

Figure 1 shows the overall environment and architecture of TReX.
In addition to the description of the model in If, the user of TReX can

specify the initial constraints (invariants) on parameters, the initial symbolic
configuration for the beginning of reachability analysis, and/or the safety prop-
erty to be checked on-the-fly, expressed by an observer written in If.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the TReX’s Architecture and Environment.

From the analysis of the input model, TReX instantiates automatically the
generic reachability algorithm with the representation structures needed by the
infinite data domains used.

Two such representations are actually provided in TReX. The first one is
well suited for representing the contents of unbounded lossy FIFO-channels. We
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implemented a package for manipulating a class of regular expressions, simple
regular expressions (SREs) [1], which is exactly the class of downward closed
regular languages. This representation is interesting because the operations ma-
nipulating SREs during the symbolic analysis (the inclusion test, the effect of a
transition, and the arbitrary number of executions of a control loop) are poly-
nomial.

The second representation deals with sets of configurations of parametric
timed automata and counter automata. We implemented a package for manip-
ulating Constrained PDBMs (Parametric Difference Bound Matrices) [2]. The
use of Constrained PDBMs allows to deal in a uniform way with counter/clock
automata, parametric/non-parametric models, and systems generating linear or
nonlinear arithmetical constraints. The package provides compact representa-
tion of PDBMs and efficient methods for operations used during symbolic anal-
ysis (e.g., emptiness check, intersection, and inclusion test). A special effort has
been devoted to develop efficient representation of terms and formulas used in
Constrained PDBMs, and simplification techniques on these objects. For this,
we implemented a package, called Foaf (First-Order Arithmetical Formulas),
which also gives the kind (linear or non-linear) of terms and formulas. This anal-
ysis is needed in order to apply the right decision procedure for the satisfiability
of formulas.

The external decision procedures used actually by TReX are those offered
by Omega [14] for formulas over integers and by the Redlog package of Re-

duce [9] for formulas over reals. Moreover, we implemented in the Foaf package
the Fourier-Motzkin procedure [7] for elimination of quantifiers over real vari-
ables.

The symbolic graph generated by TReX is given by a couple of files: a file
describing the transitions between reachable symbolic configuration given in the
Aldebaran format and a file listing the reachable symbolic configurations. The
Aldebaran file can be directly used for finite model-checking using the Cadp

tool. Reachable configurations may be used to extract new initial constraints
(invariants) for the model and to do abstraction with InVeSt.

Each part of the TReX architecture has been implemented as an indepen-
dent C++ module. This allows easy extension of TReX with new symbolic
representations, analysis algorithms, and decision procedures.

3 Results and Future Work

TReX has been applied in a number of infinite state and/or parameterized
protocols like: lift controller, Backery algorithm, BRP protocol, FDDI protocol,
Fischer’s protocol, alternating bit protocol (ABP), etc.

Table 1 gives the performances obtained by applying TReX on these exam-
ples. We consider two versions of TReX, depending on the package used for the
decision procedure on reals: the first (Standard) uses the Foaf package and the
second uses Redlog.
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The columns “version” specify the number of different kinds of variables
used by each example: p for parameters, c for clocks, n for counters, f(m) for
lossy FIFO-channels with m messages, b for booleans, and e(v) for enumerations
with v values. The column “# reach. conf.” specifies the number of reachable
symbolic configurations generated during symbolic analysis.

Table 1. Performance Statistics on a Sun Ultra 10 (Space in Mbytes, Time in
seconds).

Case study version Standard with Redlog # reach.
p c n f(m) b e(v) space time space time config.

Lift 10 - - 3 - - - 6.5 7.52 6.5 7.52 8

Lift N 1 - 3 - - - 6.5 8.05 6.5 8.05 9

Backery - - 2 - - - 6.6 5.68 6.6 5.68 33

2 2 - - - 1(3) 7 0.65 7 0.61 25
Fischer 2 3 - - - 1(4) 9.2 159.04 8.2 105.82 261

2 4 - - - 1(5) 140 124 920 140 70 316 3 633

ABP - - - 2(4) - - 6.9 0.05 6.9 0.05 8

FDDI 4 5 - - 2 - 20 1 603.50 21 4 445 731

- - - 2(4) - - 6.8 0.30 6.8 0.30 36
BRP 2 - 2 2(7) 4 - 16.4 195.93 16.4 195.93 173

4 2 1 2(6) 2 - 89 5 518.57 85 5 563 106

The most complex example for which TReX has been applied is the BRP
protocol. It is a timed file transfer protocol used by Philips. The three versions
verified correspond to: (1) abstraction of clocks and counters—only lossy FIFO-
channels are considered, (2) abstraction of clocks—counters and channels are
used, (3) full version with channels, counters for the number of retransmissions,
and clocks for timeouts. For the last version, TReX generates automatically
the (non-linear) constraint needed to satisfy the timing response property of the
protocol. The constraint relates three parameters of the protocol: the timeouts
for the sender and for the receiver, and the number of retransmissions.

In future work, we plan to implement other data structures for the repre-
sentation of configurations over counters and clocks, as well as to extend the
input model to infinite nets of identical processes [4]. The version 1.0 of TReX

is available at http://www-verimag.imag.fr/~annichin/trex/.
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